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Executive Summary 
The proper recognition for software and services compliant with the quality levels defined in              
the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) requires issuing digital badges that can be             
automatically verified, cannot be tampered and represent the achievement made by software            
or service owners. 
 
The Open Badges specification has been identified as it provides verifiable, shareable and             
portable badges that are commonly used for educational settings but can be also applied to               
the field of software and services quality recognition. 
 
There are multiple Cloud-based services and tools that already provide the ability to define              
issuers, design and create badges, award them and verify them on managed platforms. In              
this document they are analysed to select the best solution to be adopted by the               
EOSC-Synergy project. 
 
From the analyzed tools, the most prominent one is Badgr, which was one of the first                
platforms to be certified compliant with the Open Badges 2.0 specifications [11]. In addition,              
this is also offered as a set of open-source components publicly available in GitHub.  

1. Introduction 
Traditional physical badges have been used as a way to show membership status to prove               
attaining a certain achievement. There are currently many types of traditional badges in the              
shape of ID cards, membership cards, attendance certificates, etc. This type of certificates,             
however, cannot satisfy today’s requirements for online sharing, verification, portability and           
forgery-robustness [3]. 

As such, a digital badge is a ‘virtual certificate’ that is not based on a physical support. It                  
certifies specific characteristics of its owner. The digital badge can easily be shared,             
watched, and verified on-line [3]. Indeed, a digital badge represents a validated indicator of              
accomplishment, skill, quality or interest that can be earned in various learning environments             
[6]. It is a visual graphic representation of a competence gained by a subject [10], as shown                 
in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: What’s Inside an Open Badge? [13] 

As indicated in [3], Mozilla Foundation [4] together with MacArthur Foundation [5], started             
the ‘Open Badges’ project [7] in 2011. In 2014, the ‘Badge Alliance’ [8] was started, a                
network of organizations and individuals with the shared vision of building the open badging              
ecosystem, and pushing forward the open badges specifications. Since 2017, IMS Global            
Learning Consortium [9] is responsible to manage and evolve open badges’ specifications 

As indicated in [10], Open Badges is an open standard that allows the creation of digital                
badges. An Open Badge is comprised of a digital image which includes metadata (baked              
metadata). Such metadata cannot be modified and an Open Badge guarantees the            
authenticity of the data embedded in it. Being Open Badges an open and standardized              
format, it ensures that badges that are created and issued can be viewed, verified and               
shared on every platform aligned to the Open Badges specification (v2.0 released on             
12/04/2018 is the latest one [11]). 

Therefore, these Digital Badges, especially those that follow the Open Badges specification            
are being commonly applied to education. Instead, the focus of the project is to issue Digital                
Badges to software components and software services that comply with the Software Quality             
Assurance metrics [12] and with the Service Quality Assurance metrics that will be defined              
by the project. 

1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to perform a technology scouting in order to identify the                
most prominent initiatives in the state-of-the-art responsible for issuing digital badges. The            
goal is to discern those that could be adopted, or even adapted, in the context of the project                  
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to satisfy the goal of issuing digital badges for software and for services. For this, a survey of                  
existing specifications for digital badges will be performed, followed by a set of existing              
services, highlighting if they follow a certain specification. Special focus will be set on              
existing open-source tools for digital badge issuing, to better comply with the core goals of               
the project by contributing to existing open-source components. Two main features are basic             
to the aims of the project that must be fulfilled by the selected tool: programmatic badge                
awarding and recipient identification aligned with the specific software/service version          
(release URL, commit ID, DOI, etc.). A discussion of possible strategies to be adopted by the                
project will follow on in order to decide the most appropriate technology stack to fulfill the                
goal of issuing digital badges for software and software services. 

1.2 Document organization 
After the introduction, the remainder of the document is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 will analyse the state-of-the-art on existing open specifications for digital badges.  

Chapter 3 will identify existing Cloud services compliant with the Open Badges specification.             
Chapter 4 will identify other Cloud services that issue digital badges. 

Chapter 5 and 6 will analyze the available open-source tools responsible for issuing digital              
badges, again separating between those who comply with any of the existing specifications             
or not. 

Finally, chapter 7 will compile existing code analysis tools and services that, apart from              
checking the quality of software, are able to include a digital badge in the corresponding               
software repository. 
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2. Specifications for Digital Badges 
This section identifies existing open specifications for digital badges. 

2.1 Open Badges 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://openbadges.org/ 

Motto Connected, verifiable credentials represented in portable image files 

Twitter https://twitter.com/OpenBadges (19,3 K followers) 

 

Claims 

● Open Badges are visual tokens of achievement, affiliation, authorization, or other           
trust relationship shareable across the web 

● Thousands of organizations across the world issue Open Badges, from non-profits to            
major employers to educational institutions at every level. 

Insights 

● Open Badges is the leading standard for digital credentials originally developed by            
Mozilla and now managed by IMS Global Learning Consortium®. 

● Open Badges are based on the Open Badges specification, described as JSON-LD            
context (v2.0) [21]. 

○ Open Badges contain detailed metadata about achievements. Who earned a          
badge, who issued it, and what does it mean? The data is all inside. 

○ The Open Badges Vocabulary defines several data classes. These three are           
core:  

■ Assertions 
● Representations of an awarded badge, used to share        

information about a badge belonging to one earner 
■ BadgeClasses 

● A collection of information about the accomplishment       
recognized by the Open Badge. 

■ Profiles 
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● A Profile is a collection of information that describes the entity           
or organization using Open Badges. Issuers must be        
represented as Profiles, and recipients, endorsers, or other        
entities may also be represented using this vocabulary 

○ Each data class is a collection of properties and values, and each defines             
which are mandatory and optional as well as the restrictions on the values             
those properties may take. 

● Any individual or organization can create an Issuer profile and begin defining and             
issuing Open Badges. Any entity that can be described with a name, description,             
URL, image, and email address is a possible candidate to become an Issuer.  

○ List of who is issuing Open Badges? 
https://openbadges.org/about/participating-issuers/ 

● To issue Open Badges you need a technology platform that supports the Open             
Badges Specification. Web/Cloud-based products that support Open Badges v2.0         
(OBv2) are available: 

https://site.imsglobal.org/certifications?refinementList%5Bstandards_lvlx%5D%5B0%
5D=Open%20Badges 

○ Categories are:  
■ Assessment Delivery Tool 
■ Competency-Based or Learning Pathways 
■ Learning Platform 
■ Other Tools 
■ Student Information System 
■ ePortfolio Tools 

○ Products included in this document that appear in the list of products            
supporting Open Badges: 

■ Badgr 
■ My Open Badge 
■ Openbadges.me 

● The Open Badges Specification provides the information needed to create an Open            
Badges compliant issuer service: https://openbadges.org/developers/ 

● An Open Badge is a PNG or SVG file that has been modified to adhere to the Open                  
Badges Baking Specification [23] which includes an iTxt section in the PNG file or              
some markup section inside the SVG file and can include a JSON Web Signature              
(JWS) for a signed assertion. 

● A knowledge repository for the Open Badges community is being maintained in [26]. 
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3. Managed Services Compliant with Open Badges  
This section summarises existing web-based managed platforms that have been certified by            
IMS Global to comply with the Open Badges specification and, therefore, are listed in [17]. 

3.1 Badgr.com 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://badgr.com/ 

Motto The Easiest Way to Issue Digital Badges and Micro-Credentials 

Twitter https://twitter.com/badgrteam (1138 followers) 

 

Claims 

● Badgr is the only platform that features portable, stackable learning pathways that            
can integrate badges from other platforms. 

● It provides an open, highly-available API and international data centers power           
hundreds of interconnected badging systems and platforms worldwide. 

● Badgr is the only digital badging platform endorsed by Mozilla. 
● Build brand awareness within your target audiences by creating pathways that build            

from specific certifications. 

Insights 

● This is the service suggested by Mozilla after phasing out their Open Badges 
Backpack platform [24]. 

● It has an open-source version (client / server) available in https://badgr.org/ 
● Accounts on Badgr.io are free, and Concentric Sky offers hosted auto-scaling Badgr 

clusters located in specific regions to comply with local privacy regulations 
● An example of a public digital badge hosted on the platform: 

https://badgr.io/public/assertions/bkMUciktTjaLwX2zn6N7oQ 
● Developers API Guide: https://badgr.org/app-developers/api-guide/ 

○ Allows issuing Open Badges with the Badgr API 

Verdict 
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● Potential to be adopted as a managed platform to issue digital badges compliant with              
the Open Badges specification, especially since it offers a self-hosted open-source           
version of the services to be able to issue and validate badges on-premises. 

 

3.2 OpenBadges.me 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://openbadges.me/ 

Motto Your Mark of Success. Use digital badges and digital credentials to 
recognise achievement 

Twitter https://twitter.com/openbadgesme (505 followers) 

 

Claims 

● Openbadges.me is a powerful online service that lets you design, award, manage            
and display digital credentials and badges, with support for free and enterprise            
options 

● Issue digital badges and credentials with its powerful API. The easiest and quickest             
way to award badges from your own service or applications. 

● Openbadges.me is unique in including a powerful rules engine where you can specify             
your badge-issuing logic 

Insights 

● Simple API: The Simple API supports the direct issuing of single or multiple badges              
to single or multiple recipients. The API calls can easily be integrated into             
organisational application software to trigger the awarding and issuing of badges. 

● Advanced API: The Advanced API allows an organisation to record custom events            
into a database, define and apply custom rules to those events, that in turn trigger               
the issuing of badges. Simple single rules can be reused and combined with other              
rules to deliver powerful and flexible badge issuing logic. 
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Pricing 

 

Verdict 

● It is a commercial platform that requires a monthly/yearly payment. Badges should            
survive the duration of the EOSC-SYNERGY project so, ideally, should not be locked             
into a commercial platform. 
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3.3 OpenBadgeFactory 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://openbadgefactory.com 

Motto Recognise and celebrate learning. Open Badge Factory provides the tools 
your organisation needs to implement a meaningful and sustainable Open 
Badges system 

Twitter https://twitter.com/OBFactory (883 followers) 

 

Claims 

● Open Badge Factory is a versatile platform for organisations wanting to create, issue             
and manage Open Badges. 

● Suitable for any organisation, big or small, Open Badge Factory is a user-friendly and              
cost-efficient service to start issuing Open Badges and building sustainable Open           
Badge ecosystems. 

Insights 

● Hosted in Europe (Finland). 
● Focused on learning. 

Pricing 
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Verdict 

● As in the previous case it is a commercial platform focused on learning platforms. 

3.4 My Open Badge 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://myopenbadge.com 

Motto MY OPEN BADGE   is the most complete Open Badge Platform 2.0 
Europe-wide that simplifies Open Badges’ delivery, reception, issuing, saving, 
sharing and management. 

Twitter  Not available 
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Claims:  

● My Open Badge is aimed at  
○ Traditional credentials: School diplomas, degrees, etc. 
○ Group membership: Professional, cultural, recreational, etc. 
○ Course credits: Academic, professional, training, etc. 

Insights: 

● It is unclear if this is a commercial platform. No pricing information available. 
● There’s a validator component publicly available at:  

https://app.myopenbadge.com/validator 

 

Verdict 

● It does not appear to offer functionality beyond the one offered by Badgr, which is the                
recommended solution by the developers of Mozilla Backpack. 

3.5 BadgeFactor 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://badgefactor.com 

Motto Motivate. Recognize. Certify 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/badgefactor (32 followers) 

 

Claims 

● The Badge Factor solution on WordPress offers a complete environment for           
organizations that want to create digital certifications of training, skills, recognition or            
achievements with digital badge technology (OpenBadges). 

● BadgeFactor is a WordPress plugin that allows to create a turnkey recognition            
system of digital badges that is simple and effective. 

 

Insights 

● Exclusive for Wordpress 
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Verdict 

● Does not fit the project requirements  

 

4. Other Managed Services to Issue Digital Badges  
This section collects other existing managed services to issue digital badges that are not              
compliant with the Open Badges specification. 

4.1 BadgeList 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://www.badgelist.com/ 

Motto Digital badges help learning communities grow, engage and inspire 

Twitter https://twitter.com/BadgeList (1484 followers) 

 

Claims 

● Badge List provides data-driven learning tools that decrease costs and improve           
outcomes for professional development, customer training, K12 education and higher          
education. 

 

Insights 

● Provides a web-based UI to issue digital badges for users that have an account in               
that platform. 

● It provides an API: https://www.badgelist.com/docs/api/v1 
● Your badges will remain in Badge List unless you delete them. If you choose to               

cancel your subscription, you will lose access to paid features, but your badges will              
remain. 
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Pricing 

https://www.badgelist.com/pricing 

 

 

 

 

Verdict 

● It is a commercial platform that would involve an annual payment. Badges are locked              
in the platform so there is a risk that a close of business will affect the badges issued.  

 

5. Open-Source Tools to Issue Digital Badges      
Compliant with Open Badges 

This section collects existing open-source tools that issue digital badges that are compliant             
with the Open Badges specification. 

5.1 Badgr.org 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://badgr.org 
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Motto Make your badges meaningful with Badgr 
The world’s leading open source digital badge platform 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/badgrteam (1138 followers) 

GitHub https://github.com/concentricsky/badgr-server (137 stars, releases every few 
days, actively maintained) 
https://github.com/concentricsky/badgr-ui/ (17 starts, releases every few 
days) 

 

Claims 

● Make applications that issue or interact with Open Badges from a variety of             
platforms. 

● You can become your own host of badges. 
● Badgr offers OAuth2 Identity Provider functionality to help your Connected App           

securely obtain a user-specific API token to use to access that user’s badges. 
● You can build apps that connect with badgr.io! Contact Concentric Sky to request an              

application key and secret for signing your OAuth requests. Describe what you’re            
planning on building and what type of information you need from Badgr users. 

 

Insights 

● Developers API Guide: https://badgr.org/app-developers/api-guide/ 
○ Issuing Open Badges with the Badgr API 

● Full API Docs: https://api.badgr.io/docs/v2/ 
● Contributors welcome: https://badgr.org/contributors/ 

 

Verdict 

● It fits all the project requirements. It has a simple (and documented) deployment             
process and a full API (well documented) to manage issuers, badges, validate, etc,             
and a simple, but full featured web UI.  

5.2 BlockCerts 
 

 
Logo 
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URL https://www.blockcerts.org 

Motto The Open Standard for Blockchain Credentials 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/blockcerts (1053 followers) 

GitHub https://github.com/blockchain-certificates 

 

Claims 

● Blockcerts is an open standard for building apps that issue and verify            
blockchain-based official records. These may include certificates for civic records,          
academic credentials, professional licenses, workforce development, and more. 

● Blockcerts consists of open-source libraries, tools, and mobile apps enabling a           
decentralized, standards-based, recipient-centric ecosystem, enabling trustless      
verification through blockchain technologies. 
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Insights 

● It has proposed some Open Badge v2-compliant extensions. to enable blockchain           
verification. 

● Blockcerts uses and encourages consolidation on open standards:        
https://www.blockcerts.org/guide/standard.html 

● It provides open-source repos with the components for creating, issuing, viewing, and            
verifying certificates across any blockchain: https://github.com/blockchain-certificates/ 

● Quick Start guide: https://www.blockcerts.org/guide/quick-start.html 

● It has the Blockcerts wallet app that is available for iOS and Android. 

 

Verdict 
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● The deployment of the full stack of components to enable the creation and validation              
of badges is not documented. It is not clear if it has an API to manage all the                  
elements needed to manage and validate badges. 

6. Other Open-Source Tools to Issue Digital Badges  
This section collects other existing open-source tools that issue digital badges that are not              
compliant with the Open Badges specification. 

6.1 Shields.io 
 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://shields.io/ 

Motto Quality metadata badges for open source projects. Pixel-perfect   Retina-ready 
Fast   Consistent   Hackable   No tracking 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/shields_io (662 followers) 

GitHub https://github.com/badges/shields 

 

Claims 

● Shields.io, a service for concise, consistent, and legible badges in SVG and raster             
format, which can easily be included in GitHub readmes or any other web page. The               
service supports dozens of continuous integration services, package registries,         
distributions, app stores, social networks, code coverage services, and code analysis           
services. Every month it serves over 470 million images. 

 

Insights 

● Tutorial on how to add a badge for a service: 
https://github.com/badges/shields/blob/master/doc/TUTORIAL.md  

● Completely open-source, already being used in many GitHub projects. 
● You can host your own Shields server: 

https://github.com/badges/shields/blob/master/doc/self-hosting.md 
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Verdict 

● Too simple service that is not compatible with Open Badges. 

 

7. Code Analysis Tools/Services that Issue Digital      
Badges  

This section compiles tools and managed services that aim at performing code analysis and,              
as a result, issue a digital badge. None of them are compatible with Open Badges, so it can                  
not be adopted as a solution for the project, but some interesting features can be adapted to                 
the final solution proposed in EOSC-Synergy. 

7.1 Codacy 
 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://www.codacy.com/ 

Motto  Automate your code quality 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/codacy (2593 followers) 

GitHub https://github.com/codacy 

 

Claims 

● Automatically identify issues through static code review analysis. Get notified on           
security issues, code coverage, code duplication, and code complexity in every           
commit and pull request, directly from your current workflow. 

● Two hosting options: Cloud or self-hosted (it does not appear to be freely available). 

Pricing 
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Insights 

● Provides badges for code quality (Grades range from A to F, A being the highest               
grade) and coverage.  

● Supports badges that can be easily integrated in GitHub (see an example in:             
https://github.com/grycap/im) 

 

7.2 Core Infrastructure Best Practices 
 

 
Logo 
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URL https://bestpractices.coreinfrastructure.org/ 

Motto CII Best Practices Badge Program 

Twitter  Not available 

GitHub https://github.com/coreinfrastructure/best-practices-badge 

 

Claims 

● Projects that follow the best practices below can voluntarily self-certify and show that             
they've achieved a Core Infrastructure Initiative (CII) badge. 

 

Insights 

● It is a self-assessment tool. The software developer answers a questionnaire and            
obtains a badge that can be “in progress”, “silver” or “gold”. No attempt to              
automatically check the user information is done. 

● The Best Practices Criteria for Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) are            
available in [25]. 

● Categories to be checked include: 
○ Basic 

■ Identification 
■ Basic project website content 
■ FLOSS license 
■ Documentation 
■ Other 

○ Change Control 
■ Public version-controlled source repository 
■ Unique version numbering 
■ Release notes 

○ Reporting 
■ Bug-reporting process 
■ Vulnerability report process 

○ Build 
■ Working build system 
■ Automated test suite 
■ New functionality testing 
■ Warning flags 

○ Security 
■ Secure development knowledge 
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■ Use basic good cryptographic practices 
■ Secured delivery against man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks 
■ Publicly known vulnerabilities fixed 
■ Other security issues 

○ Analysis 
■ Static code analysis 
■ Dynamic code analysis 

 

 

● See an example in SCAR: https://github.com/grycap/scar 
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7.3 Codefactor 
 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://www.codefactor.io/ 

Motto Let’s make software better. Automated code review for Git 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/codefactor_io (204 followers) 

GitHub Only available for tracking bugs: https://github.com/codefactor-io/codefactor, 
source code not released. 

 

Claims 

● Get a glance of code quality for the whole project, recent commits and the most               
problematic files. CodeFactor will track new and fixed issues for every commit and             
pull request. 

● CodeFactor will try to show the most critical issues first based on issue code size, file                
change frequency and file size so you can start fixing only what's important. 

 

Pricing 
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Insights 

● An example of the badge issued:      
https://www.codefactor.io/repository/github/dotnet/roslyn 

 

7.4 SonarQube 
 

 
Logo 
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URL https://www.sonarqube.org/ 

Motto Your teammate for 
Code Quality and Security 
SonarQube empowers all developers to write cleaner and safer code. 
Join an Open Community of more than 120k users. 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/sonarqube (7514 followers) 

GitHub https://github.com/SonarSource/sonarqube (4.2K stars) 

 

Claims 

● Continuous Code Inspection. Thousands of automated Static Code Analysis rules,          
protecting your app on multiple fronts. 

● Open to all tools via WebAPI and Webhooks. The SonarQube Web API can be used               
to automatically provision a SonarQube project, feed a BI tool, monitor SonarQube,            
etc. 

 

Pricing 

 

Insights 

● There is a plugin to generate badges: 
https://github.com/QualInsight/qualinsight-plugins-sonarqube-badges 
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Three types of badges are currently available: quality gate badges, measure badges 
and ce engine activity badges. In case of quality gate badges there are 5 levels: 
Passing, Warning, Failing, No Gate or Not Found. 

● Open source solution than can be also installed on-premises. 
● Supports integration with many CI/CD platforms. 

 

7.5 CodeClimate 
 

 
Logo 

 

URL https://codeclimate.com/ 

Motto Actionable metrics for engineering leaders. 
Velocity turns data from commits and pull requests into the insights you 
need to make lasting improvements to your team’s productivity. 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/codeclimate (8378 followers) 

GitHub https://github.com/codeclimate 

 

Claims 

● Automated code review for test coverage, maintainability and more so that you can             
save time and merge with confidence. 

● Automated code review comments on your pull requests. 

 

Pricing 
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Insights: 

● Provides badges for maintainability (a letter rating from A to F based on the total               
remediation time of all of the technical debt issues that are identified) and coverage.  

● Integration with ticket systems like Jira, Trello and GitHub Issues. 

● Runs on–premises or in your private cloud. 

● Full REST API. 

● An example of the badge issued:      
https://codeclimate.com/github/codeclimate/codeclimate/badges 
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8. Conclusions 
This report of the state of the art regarding digital badge issuing technologies represents the               
basis for selecting the technologies and standards to be adopted and integrated in the              
EOSC-Synergy project. The review of the technologies indicates that there are many            
existing  solutions  that  can fit the needs defined in  the  scope  of  the project.  
 
Regarding the digital badges standards, the Open Badges specification has been identified            
as it provides verifiable, shareable and portable badges that are commonly used for             
educational settings that can be also applied to software and services quality recognition. A              
potential contribution from EOSC-SYNERGY would be to establish the first Open Badges            
issuance service for EOSC software and services. 
 
In the case of the open-source tools to issue digital badges (compliant with Open Badges               
specification), from the analyzed tools, the most prominent one is Badgr, which was one of               
the first platforms to be certified compliant with the Open Badges 2.0 specifications. It also               
offers a set of open-source components publicly available. It enables to identify badge             
recipients with the specific software/service version (release URL, commit ID, DOI, etc.).            
Also, it has a simple (and documented) deployment process and a full API (well              
documented) to manage issuers, badges, validate, etc, and a simple, but full featured web              
UI.  Therefore, it fits all the project requirements. 
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